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l. Introduction 
We recently gave m the note [8] some applications of the so-called 
spline interpolation formula to real variable theory. The purpose of the 
present note is to point out the fundamental role of spline interpolation 
in the numerical analysis of functions of one real variable. The role which 
spline interpolation is here called upon to play is based on the ideas of 
A. SARD [4, 5] and is inherently due to the two familiar requirements 
for approximation formulae of numerical analysis: l) That they be 
linear, 2) That they be exact for polynomials of a certain specified degree. 
In the course of the paper it will also be shown (Corollary l) that 
spline interpolation is not a new mathematical object but is in fact 
identical with Sard's best special interpolation formula. We therefore 
have the interesting situation wherein an object is being rediscovered 
from an entirely new point of view and with a new set of properties. 
Herewith we unify its split personality and hope that it will flourish in 
the glory of its many virtues. 
Our discussion must commence by recalling the known but not yet 
"well known" definitions and properties of spline interpolation 1 ). 
2. Spline interpolation 
Let L1 denote a set of n + l reals x., xo < x1 < ... < Xn. By a spline function 
S(x) =Bzm(x!L1), (m> l), 
of degree 2m-l (or equivalently of order 2m) having the knots x., we 
mean a function such that S(x) E Q2m-2( -oo, oo) with the property 
that 2) S(x) E nzm-1 in each of the intervals ( -oo, xo), (x0, x1), ... , (xn, oo). 
1) The results of Sections 2 and 3 were discovered in stages by different people : 
HOLLADAY [2] gave the Interpolation Theorem and the Second Minimal Property 
for the special case when m = 2 (cubic spline functions). The First Minimal Property 
was first found by WALSH-AHLBERG-NILSON [9] again for cubic splines and periodic 
data. The three theorems as stated here (except for the "extrapolation feature" 
which allows the interval [xo, Xn] to be properly contained in I = [a, b]) were first 
published by DE BooR [l]. As stated here these theorems were also found inde-
pendently by the author in [6]. 
2) Here and below we denote by nk the class of polynomials of degree k while 
:t~(x) denotes an unspecified element of this class. 
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Moreover, let 
(1) 
and let us denote by 1=1zm(L1) the subclass of those S(x) satisfying 
the additional requirement 
(2) S(x) E :7tm-1 in (- =, xo) and also in (xn, = ). 
The first property of the family of spline functions 1zm(L1) is the 
following 
Interpolation theorem. If yo, ... , Yn are reals then there is a 
unique S(x) E 12m(L1) such that 
S(x.)=y., (v=O, ... , n). 
If m= 1 then S(x) is the continuous broken linear function which 
interpolates the y. linearly between consecutive x. while S(x) = y0 if 
x<xo and S(x)=Yn if x>xn. In the other extreme case when m=n+1 
it is easy to show that 12m(L1)=:7tm-1=:7tn so that the interpolating S(x) 
is identical with the familiar interpolating polynomial :n:n(x). If we should 
choose m>n+1 then again 12m(L1)=:7tm-1 and from m-1>n we con-
clude that the interpolating S(x) is no longer unique. To avoid this trivial 
and undesirable case we shall assume ( 1) to hold. 
Let L.(x) be the fundamental functions of our interpolation process, i.e. 
1 if i=v, 
L.(x) E 1zm(L1), L.(xi) = 0 "f . 1 ~ i= P. (3) 
We also choose a fixed finite interval I= [a, b] containing our points 
x. and consider a function f(x) defined in I. We interpolate to f(x) in 
the points x. and may write the result in the form 
'II 
(4) f(x) = 1 f(x.) L.(x) +R(x; f) =S(x) +R(x; f), (x E I), 
0 
which will be referred to below as the spline interpolation formula (S.I.F.). 
3. The minimal properties of spline interpolation 
We assume that the function f(x) to be interpolated has an mth 
derivative. More precisely we consider the function class 
Fm[a, b]={f(x)lf EOm-1[a, b], f<m-1) absolutely continuous, f<m>EL2(a, b)}. 
If we assume that f(x) E Fm[a, b] then the interpolating spline function 
S(x), defined by (4), enjoys the following properties: 
First minimal property. If s(x) E 12m(L1) then 
(5) f (s<m>(x)- f<m>(x))2 dx > f (S<m>(x)- f<m>(x))2 dx, 
I I 
with equality if and only if s(x) =S(x) + :7tm-1(x). 
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Second minimal property. 
(6) f (f<m>(x))2dx > f (S<m>(x))2dx, 
I I 
with equality if and only if f(x)=S(x) in I= [a, b]. 
For m = n + 1, when 22m(L1) = nn, both properties are trivially satisfied. 
For m<n+ 1 the first property shows that the construction of S(x) is 
equivalent with the solution of a least squares problem. The second 
property shows that S(x) is the solution of an important minimum problem. 
4. Linear approximations of ·linear operators 
Let !ef denote a linear operator defined for f(x) ECm-l[a, b]. Following 
Sard, we shall from the outset assume that the operator has the form 
m-1 
(7) .fej = 2 f f'•>(x) df!v(x), 
v~O I 
where f/.(x) are functions of bounded variation. This class contains as 
special cases the operators 
(8) f f(u) du, f(x), f'(x), ... , f<m-l>(x), (x fixed, x E 1), 
I 
and many others. 
The problem of linear approximation to !ef is as follows: Given 
L1 = {xo, ... , Xn} we wish to determine the constants B. such that 2 B.f(x.) 
should approximate !ef in a sense to be made more precise. In fact we 
write 
" (9) !ef = 2 B.f(x.)+R(f) 
0 
and impose on this formula the following familiar condition: 
(10) R(f)=O iff Enm-1. 
which is equivalent to the relations 
" (11) .fexr = 2 B.x.r, (r=O, ... , m-1). 
v~o 
If m = n + 1 then the B. are uniquely defined by ( 11) and there is no 
further problem. This is precisely the situation for most of the formulae 
of interpolation, approximate integration or differentiation known from 
the elements of numerical analysis. We shall from now on assume the 
more interesting assumption 
(12) m<;n, 
in which case the relations (11) still leave n-m+ 1 free parameters. 
Following SARD's general procedure [4, § 5] we shall dispose of these free 
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parameters as follows: By Peano's theorem we may write for the remainder 
of (9) 
(13) R(f) = 1 J K(t) f<m>(t) dt (m-1)! 1 
where 3) 
(14) 
We now dispose of the n-m + 1 free parameters by requiring that 
(15) J = S (K(t))2 dt = minimum 
I 
under the side-conditions (11). The resulting formula (9) will be referred 
to as the best approximation of .Yf in J, for the set of knots x~ and the 
order of differentiation m. 
SARD, and MEYERS and SARD, apply this procedure to the first three 
operators (8). In particular, for .Yf = f(x) they obtain the so-called special 
formulae (See [5, page 91] and also [3]). 
The main result of the present paper is the following 
Theorem 1. The best approximation (9) to a linear operator .Yf of 
the form (7) is obtained by operating with ff on the spline functiJn 
.. 
S(x) = ! f(x~) L~(x) 
0 
which interpolates f(x) at the points x~, i.e. 
! B.f(x.) = ff! f(x.) L.(x) = ! f(x~) .YL~(x) 
or 
(16) B~=ffL~(x), (v=O, ... , n). 
For the special case of the interpolation operator .Yf = f(x) (x fixed, 
x E I) Theorem 1 yields the 
Corollary 1. Bard's best special interpolation formula (9), for 
.Yf=f(x), is identical with the spline interpolation formula (4), i.e. 
B.=L~(x), (v=O, ... , n; a<,x.;;;,b). 
The identification of the S. I. F. with SARD's best special interpolation 
formula (B.S. I. F.) uncovers a new characteristic minimal property 
of spline interpolation, namely the property (15). It also makes available 
SARD's valuable tables giving the explicit expressions for the L~(x) for 
equidistant x. [5, pp. 94--100]. 
From the other point of view we now know that Sard's B.S. I. F. 
has the following new properties: 
1. The B.S. I. function is uniquely defined by the property of being 
3) We use here the truncated function X+= x if x > 0 and X+= 0 if x < 0. 
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an interpolating spline function of degree 2m-1, knots x. and subject 
to the condition (2) 4). 
2. It produces a function S(x) enjoying the two minimal properties 
(5) and (6). 
However, the special role of spline interpolation is best shown by 
Theorem 1. Indeed, Theorem 1 shows that best approximation formulae 
are effectively constructed as soon as we are in possession of the inter-
polating spline function. Thus for 
!Ef = f f dx 
I 
the best quadrature formula (9) is obtained by integrating the S. I. F. 
( 4) obtaining 
(17) B. = f L.(x) dx, 
I 
(See [7] where this special result was first obtained). Likewise if !Ef= f'(x), 
then the best approximate differentiation formula (9) is obtained by 
setting 
(18) B.=L/(x). 
For m=n+ 1, a case excluded by (12) but for which Theorem 1 is still 
valid, we obtain Newton's procedure of performing !£ on the inter-
polating polynomial. Theorem 1 shows that Newton's idea of the funda-
mental role of interpolation generalizes to the cases when (12) holds, 
by means of spline interpolation. 
5. Proof of Theorem 1 
We begin by attacking the mm1mum problem (15), (14), (11) and 
showing that it has a solution which is unique. By (14) and (9) we find 
K(t)=!E(x-t)+m-1 _ _L B.(x.-t)+m-1 . 
• 
Applying Lagrange's multiplier method to (15) and equating to zero the 
partial derivatives oE f?'JBi of 
E=tJ + _L!or(_L B.xl-!£xr) 
r v 
we obtain 
(19) f { -!E(x-t)+m-1 + _L B.(x.-t)+m-1} (xi-t)+m-1 dt + _L ArX{=O, 
I r (i=O, ... ,n). 
These are n+ 1 linear equations which together with the m relations (11) 
4) Concerning the case when x. = v(v = 0, ... , n) SARD [5, p. 93] observes that 
the fnndamental fnnctions of his B.S.I.F. are broken polynomials in x of degree 
2m-l with transitions at x = 0, 1, ... , n and having 2m-2 continuous derivatives 
for all real x. However, he does not mention the vital property (2), nor the fact 
that such a description might characterize these fnnctions nniquely. 
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are to determine the unknowns B., Ar. We also know that (19) are 
necessary conditions for a minimum in the following sense: If the H. are 
to minimize J then they must satisfy (19) and (11) together with 
appropriate Ar. 
Let us show that the system of simultaneous equations (19) and (11) 
has a unique solution. To see this we observe that the relations (11) imply 
the identity in t 
- 2'(x- t)m-1 + I B.(x.- t)m-1 = 0 . 
• 
On subtracting the vanishing left side of this relation within the curly 
brackets of (19) and keeping in mind the identiy 
Y+m-1-ym-1 = ( -1)m( -y)+m-1 
we see that we may rewrite (19) as 
(20) ( -1)m f { -2'(t-x)+m-1+ I B.(t-x.)+m-1}(xt-t)+m-1 dt+ IA.rxtr=O. 
I • r 
Assuming that x E I, a linear change of variables shows that 
J (t-x)+m-1 (Xt-t)+m-1 dt=y(Xt-X)+2m-1, 
I 
where 
1 
y = S um-1(1-u)m-1 du, 
0 
and therefore also 
f (t-x.)+m-1(xt-t)+m-1 dt = y(xi-Xv)+2m-1. 
I 
But then (20) may equivalently be written as 
(21) -2'(Xt-X)+2m-1 +I B.(xt-x.)+2m-1 +I A.r'x{ = 0, (i=O, ... , n), 
r 
where A.r' = ( -1 )m y-1 Ar. 
Arranging terms, let us rewrite (21) and (11) as the system l I B.(xt-x.)+2m-1 +I Ar1 X{ = 2'(xt-X)+2m-1 • r I B.x.r = 2'xr, 
• 
(22) 
and let us show that its determinant of order m+n+ 1 
(23) 
We do this by showing that the statement D=i=-0 is equivalent to the 
Interpolation Theorem of Section 2. Indeed, S(x) E I 2m(L1) if and only 
if S(x) has the form 
n m-1 
(24) S(x) =I O.(x-x.)+2m-1 +I y,xr, 
0 0 
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where the o. are subject to the relations 
!O.x/=0, (r=O, ... , m-1), 
which originate from the requirement that S(x) E nm-1 for X>Xn (See (2)). 
If we now require that S(xi) = 0 for all i, we obtain the system 
(25) l.
! O.(xi-X.)+2m-l +! YrXir = 0, 
• r 
! o.x.r = 0, 
• 
(i=O, ... ,.n), 
(r=O, ... , m-1) . 
However, the Interpolation Theorem says that (25) imply that 0.=0 
and Yr = 0 for all v and r. This establishes (23). 
We now turn to our S. I. F. (4) and operating on both sides with !l', 
as required by Theorem 1, we obtain the approximation formula 
(26) !l'f = ! B.* f(x.) + R* (f), 
v 
where 
(27) B.*=!l'L.(x), (v=O, ... , n). 
We observe next that the formula (26) has the following property: 
(28) R*(f) = 0 if f E !2m(L1). 
Indeed, by (26) 
R*(L.) =!l'L.- B.*= 0 
in virtue of (27). We have shown: The approximation formula (26) is 
exact for all spline functions of the class !2m(L1). 
Let us express this fact for the spline functions S(x) which vanish if 
X>Xn. These are of the form 
n 
S(x) =! O/(xi-X)+2m-l, 
0 
where the 0/ satisfy 
(29) ! 0/x{=O, (r=O, ... , m-1), 
i 
as required by (2). Now 
(30) R*(S) = !O/(!l'(xi-x)+2m-l_! B.*(xi-xv)+2m-l) 
i 
and this is supposed to vanish as a consequence of the relations (29), 
which means that the linear form (30) in the variables 0/, is a linear 
combination of the forms (29). This means that constants flr exist such that 
(31) !l'(Xi-X)+2m-l_! B/(Xi-Xv)+2m-l =! flrXl, (i=O, ... , n). 
" 
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However, also xr E ~2m(LI) and therefore also the relations 
(32) .Pxr- ~ B.*x/=0, (r=O, ... , m-1), 
hold. Now (31) and (32) are seen to form a system in the unknowns B.*, 
flr which is identical with the system (22) which was shown to have a 
unique solution. Thus B.*= B. for v = 0, ... , n. This and (27) imply (16) 
and Theorem 1 is established. 
6. Numerical examples to Theorem 1 
(i) Integration. It was pointed out in [7] that the quadrature 
formulae computed by HoLLADAY [2] for m=2 and equidistant x., are 
identical with the formulae computed by SARD for m = 2 (See [ 4, Table 1 
on page 84] and also [5, Table 1 on page 53]; in SARn's notation the 
role of our m and n is interchanged). Since Holladay computed his 
formulae by integrating the interpolating spline function while Sard 
computed his by the minimum property (15), the identity of the resulting 
tables illustrates our Theorem 1. 
In [5, pp. 94-100] SARD gives explicitly the fundamental functions 
Lp(x) for xo = 0, XI= 1, ... , Xn = n up to and including the case when m = 3 
and n= 5. According to (17), by integration of these L.(x) we may obtain 
most of his Table 1 of best approximate integration formulas [5, page 53]. 
(ii) Differentiation. SARD computes explicitly [5, pp. 112-115]. 
the coefficients B.=B.(x) of the best approximate differentiation formula 
4 
f'(x) = ~ B.(x) f(v-2)+R(x; f) 
v-0 
for m = 3 and the range 2 < x < 3. The resulting fourth degree polynomials 
[5, p. 115] are readily seen to be the derivatives of the L.(x) for m=3, 
n=4 as given by SARD [5, p. 98] for the range (2, 3), as they should be 
according to our relation (18). 
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